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- Is the key issue of the article relevant to the objectives of the journal? 
- Does the article provide new content or enriching critical analysis?  
- Do the approach and analysis of the subject contribute to the advancement of 
knowledge?  
- Do the theme or the subject provide adequate argumentation? 
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Quality and scope of the 
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- Is the theoretical framework well explained and consistent with the problem?          
- Are the concepts clearly defined?          
- Are the cited references adequate, appropriate, relevant, varied and recent?            
- For a text with a non-empirical basis: How do you evaluate the development of the 

theoretical framework (its relevance and contribution to the field of study)?          
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empirical data)             

- Is the used methodology clearly explained? (sample, data collection, analysis)            
- Is the used methodology consistent with the problem? Does it provide relevant 

results?          
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- How do you evaluate the richness of the analysis and/or the discussion?          
- Do they meet the objectives announced at the beginning of the text?          
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- Is the text structured in a coherent way? / Is the text coherent?            
- Are the conclusions clear?          
- Is the article accessible to a layperson? (Is the definition of the concepts clearly 

explained)?            
- Are grammar, syntax, spelling satisfactory for a scientific publication?            
-  Length of the article (apart from some exceptional cases decided in advance by the 

editorial staff, the journal only publishes articles containing 10 or more A4 pages, 
bibliography included).          
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